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Mars as a Habitable Planet

•Mars is within the habitable zone of our solar system
•Had ancient lakes, rivers, oceans
•May have been as habitable as Earth

Mars River Delta
Eberswalde Crater

River pebbles
Conglomerates



Transport of Life Between Planets?
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>150 Mars rocks found on Earth
Suggests that over time, many Earth 

rocks (likely containing bacteria) 
ended up on Mars
Could have spread life to Mars

NASA Photo

Meteor 
Crater, 
Arizona

Mars Meteorite EETA79001



Have We Already Found Life on Mars?   (No)

•1996, carbonate structures were found inside a martian
meteorite; they reportedly resembled bacteria
•However, at 100-200 nm, they are too small for terrestrial RNA

~100 nm
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Timeline for Life on Earth

•Mars less habitable by ~3 Ga ago
• In terms of abundance, nearly all life 
on Earth’s surface relies on 
photosynthesis, started with 
cyanobacteria ~2.6 Ga ago
•Earlier life would have been much 
less abundant on Earth
•Related to life now found in hot springs 

or black smokers



Related to first oxygen 
photosynthetic organism
E.g., 2 Ga ago

Animals, 
humans2.3 Million 

Known Species

What Kinds of Life Were on Earth 3.5 Ga Ago?
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Difficulty of Studying Ancient Life on Earth

•Relatively easy to find ‘cousins’ of early life forms in hot 
springs and deep sea vents
•Difficult to study ‘fossils’ of actual early life
• Layering produced by microbial mats is readily found as 

stromatolites—alternating layers of carbon and silicate material—
but are metamorphosed, did not maintain organic structure

Strelley Pool
Pilbara, Australia

Silurian Stromatolites
Kuebassaare, Estonia



MARS
• Would we find stromatolites?
• Would we find organics?



Mars Exploration
• Assess Mars’ biological potential
• Characterize the geology of the landing region
• Study Mars’ past habitability (the role of water)
• Characterize the human hazards on Mars 
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Sojourner
1997

Spirit, Opportunity
2004

Curiosity
2012

NASA/JPL-Caltech 

Goals



Structures
•No stromatolite structures found so far
• Lithic carbon abundance is low at present & previous landing sites
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Curiosity rover organic results suggest 
small amounts of organics on Mars



Mars Organics and Their Source(s)

• Perchlorates are present, react with organics during analysis
• Carbon evolved 150-450°C can be used to infer upper limit for 

organic abundances
• Up to ~0.24 wt. % organic C-- orders of magnitude higher than inferred by 

the gas chromatograph experiments (Sutter et al. 2017)
• Comparable to sea floor sediment organic carbon
• Heterotrophic organic community possible

• Heterotrophic = organic-carbon consuming (e.g., decay agents)

• Source of organic carbon could be from space
• Estimates of 1e15 kg C accreted to Mars by meteorites and dust; some of 

this C is organic (Flynn, 1996)
• We would like to understand Mars organics better…



Future ExplorationNASA 
Mars 2020
Rover

European 
ExoMars

Rover

Chinese Mars Rover

Future Mars Missions



Mars 2020 Rover
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For Organics: Raman & IR Spectroscopies
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Mars Sample Return
In the 2020s??



Life Other Places in the Solar System?

• NASA plans to explore 
Jupiter & Saturn’s ocean 
moons, Europa and 
Enceladus

• Both: oceans under icy crust

• Europa Orbiter in 
development

• Europa Lander to launch in 
the 2020s



Conclusions, Musings…Implications of Findings

• Observed on Earth: Complex life is incredibly difficult to develop
• Oxygen photsynthesis probably took > 1 Ga to develop
• Multicellular life took another nearly 2 Ga to develop
• …After life already existed!

• Christianity does not teach that life on Earth is unique
• It simply teaches that God loves us and wants to be in relationship

• Whether life is unique on Earth or not does not necessarily point to Christianity
• I see pervasive but passive evidence for an intelligent God in the universe
• But no limitations for how, where, or when He created and developed life

• Is this a theological issue at all?
• No, in terms of apologetic—how God did it
• Yes, in terms of beauty, yes in terms of understanding God through creation



Backup



The technical data in this document is controlled under the U.S. Export Regulations.  Release to foreign persons require an EAR export authorization of ECCN Category 9E515.  This technology is exported under license 
exception Strategic Trade Authorization (STA) per §740.20 or GOV per §740.11. Mars 2020 Project |21

Oldest crater lake site (Noachian), with well-defined fine-grained deltaic facies attractive for 
biosignature investigation. Large, geologically diverse headwaters region. Carbonate bearing 
unit that may preserve record of ancient climate. Deep open-basin lake. 

3 Candidate Landing Sites: Jezero
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Site already explored by Spirit rover, 2004-2009

Digitate silica structures possibly from ancient hot spring may be potentially habitable 
environment with high preservation potential. Highly rated by sample return advisory 
board.

But site has already been explored, and besides it possible biological potential there is 
relatively little of interest.

from presentations by S. Ruff and R. Arvidson at LSW3

Columbia Hills



How Do We Know A Meteorite is From Mars?

1. Inside it looks very much like a terrestrial rock compared with other meteorites
2. It’s age is much younger than the asteroids (which are all 4.5 billion years old)
3. Its oxygen isotopes define a trend that is distinct from terrestrial
4. Some of these meteorites contain pockets of gas identical to the Mars atmosphere
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Mars trend line
17O/16O

18O/16O

Plotted relative 
to mean ocean 
water, in parts 
per thousand 
enrichment
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Evolved CO2 
detected by 
SAM-EGA on the 
Curiosity rover 
for several drill 
samples in Gale 
crater. 
Micrograms C 
per gram 
indicated along 
right side. 
(Sutter et al., 
2017, LPSC 
XLVIII, 3009)
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